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Abstract

Biological sequences consist of A C G and T in a DNA structure and contain vital

information of living organisms. This information is used in many applications such as drug

design, microarray analysis and phylogenetic trees. Advances in computing technologies,

specifically Next Generation Sequencing technologies have increased genomic data at a rapid

rate. The increase in genomic data presents significant research challenges in bioinformatics,

such as sequence alignment, short read error correction, phylogenetic inference etc. Various

tools and algorithms have been proposed for phylogenetic inference. Early algorithms used

sequential programs to solve the problem of phylogenetic inference. Improvements were gained

in terms of tree accuracy and execution time, however; the programs were still slow, and

improvements were needed to infer correct phylogeny in short times. This challenge introduced

parallel and distributed processing to the field of bioinformatics. Many tools and programs have

been developed based on parallel and distributed computing.

This thesis presents algorithmic solutions for phylogenetic inference. Solutions include

‘PhyloDoop’ and ‘SeqCompress’ algorithms. PhyloDoop algorithm is used for inference of

phylogenetic trees. The algorithm is based on Maximum Likelihood method, implemented on

Hadoop Map/Reduce framework. PhyloDoop is based on clusters i.e. divides the input

alignment to clusters, builds trees for each cluster, merges and optimizes all sub-trees and the

final tree is also optimized. PhyloDoop is compared to well-known algorithms both on real and

simulated datasets. Experiments on real datasets were performed to test likelihood values,

execution time, and speedup in distributed environment. The results show better accuracy as

compared to other algorithms on most of the datasets. Execution time is also short on most

datasets. The proposed algorithm yields better speed up on large datasets. Simulated datasets

were used to measure topological accuracy. PhyloDoop is topologically accurate on most

datasets with short execution time in comparison to other algorithms. SeqCompress is used to

compress DNA sequences in order to reduce memory requirements and execution time.

Impressive results are shown in comparison to other algorithms. These results show a gap for

efficient usage of compression techniques to infer correct phylogeny with low memory

requirements as well as execution time.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Introduction

Biological sequences consist of ACGT in a DNA structure. These sequences contain

necessary information of different species. This information is used in many practical

domains such as drug design, identification of new diseases, microarray analysis and

phylogenetic trees. Phylogenetics is the study of evolutionary relationships. It enables us

to use various methods to extract necessary information from a sequence. Most of the

phylogenetic analysis techniques produce phylogenetic trees. These trees represent

relationships between any set of species or their evolutionary history. This chapter

describes the motivation for conducting research on distributed computing for

phylogenetic trees inference. The chapter summarizes the research contribution and

describes organization of the thesis.

1.2 Motivation

Increase in biological data and advancements in sequencing technologies have led to

intensive computational requirements for biological data. This introduces an

interdisciplinary field of bioinformatics, the combination of biology and computer science.

The increase in biological data poses many research challenges for researchers to store,

represent and analyze the massive amount of data.  Figures 1.1 and 1.2 show the increase

in genomic data in Gen-Bank and WGS databases [1]. The key challenge for

bioinformatics researchers is to meaningfully analyze this huge amount of data.  Many

problems in bioinformatics are still NP-complete [2] and computationally intensive.

Examples of such problems are inferring perfect phylogeny and Multiple Sequence

Alignment (MSA). The computational solutions for these problems include single

processor computers or parallel and distributed computing. The use of single processor is
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infeasible, and algorithms based on this strategy suffer from time intensive problem.  The

problem can be solved by integrating algorithmic and technical solutions into High

Performance Computing (HPC) techniques.

The study of evolutionary history and relationship among organisms is called

phylogenetic analysis. Usually, this analysis yeilds phylogenetic trees that describe

evolutioanry history and relationship among different organisms and species. The

accuracy of the final tree and correct phylogneny is influenced by the method used. The

process of phylogenetic analysis and inference of correct phylogentic tree consists of four

steps [3] i.e. aligning sequences, selection of an appropriate nucleotide substitution model,

Figure 1.1. Growth of genome data (bases) in Gen-Bank and WGS databases

Figure 1.2. Growth of genome data (sequences) in Gen-Bank and WGS databases
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selection of tree building method and validation of the final tree [4].

Early approaches for inference of phylogenetic trees were sequential or used single

processor computers. Some approaches focused on algorithmic and heuristics

developments. In recent years, parallel and distributed computing have been widely used

in many applications of bioinformatics including phylogenetic inference. It is still a

challenging task to infer accurate phylogenetic trees in short computational time, with low

memory requirements and without using dedicated hardware.

This thesis presents algorithmic solutions for phylogenetic trees inference using

Maximum Likelihood (ML) method. ML is the best known method for phylogenetic

inference. The algorithm is implemented on commodity hardware using

Hadoop/MapReduce framework. The general goal of the thesis can be stated as “how to

infer accurate phylogenetic trees on distributed architecture using commodity hardware”.

1.3 Research Contribution

As stated in motivation section that the developed algorithm is based on ML method.

This method is believed to be NP-complete and the computation time to infer a single

phylogenetic tree is extremely expensive. There is a needed to develop heuristics to

handle time complexity of the method. Some developed algorithms have focused on

heuristics and algorithmic improvements; some have focused on parallelizing the

algorithms. However, the problem of accurate phylogenetic inference for large datasets

still remains time consuming.

Research contribution of this work consists of a detailed review presented in chapter 3

and algorithmic improvements discussed in chpater 4. Contribution consists in terms of

both algorithmic solutions and distributed implementation of the computationally

intensive problem of phylogenetic inference. Successful results have been achieved in

algorithmic improvements and distributed environment. The overall contribution can be

categorized into the following phases.

In phase 1, a comprehensive survey of existing programs and algorithms was done.

Comparative results of different algorithms on various datasets were calculated. The

details are presented in chapter 3.

In phase 2, an algorithm has been developed to solve the phylogenetic inference
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problem. The algorithm has been tested on benchmark datasets in sequential mode. The

detailed architecture of the algorithm is presented in chapter 4, followed by experimental

results in chapter 5.

In phase 3, a compression algorithm for biological sequence compression has been

developed. The algorithm has been tested on benchmark datasets for evaluation.

In last phase, the developed algorithm has been implemented in distributed

architecture. Experiments are performed to asses speedup of developed algorithm on

distributed platform. Both algorithms were combined to reduce memory requirements in

distributed environment. Chapter 5 presents the details of experimental results.

The research contribution made to the field of bioinformatics has been published in

five journal articles [5-9] and a conference paper [10]; including three journal articles

presenting the survey and experimental results of this thesis.  All papers can be accessed

at the publisher’s websites.

1.4 Thesis Structure

The thesis consists of the following chapters. Background and the general introduction

to phylogenetic trees and Hadoop Map/Reducea are presented in chapter 2. The chapter

consists of types of phylogenetic trees followed by steps involved in phylogenetic

inference. The chapter also presents clustering, followed by Hadoop Map/Reduce. The

chapter is concluded with the summary.

Chapter 3 presents details of available methods and provides a state of the art

literature review. The chapter consists of the following sections. Details of available

methods for phylogenetic tree construction, a detailed survey of related work followed

by analysis and discussion of various existing algorithms, compression algorithms for

DNA sequence compression and summary.

Chapter 4 presents details of developed algorithms. The chapter presents algorithms

PhyloDoop and SeqCompress with details of steps involved. PhyloDoop is also

discussed with distributed architecture. The chapter is  concluded with the summary.

Chapter 5 presents experimental results with detailed discussion. This chapter

presents experimental results of algorithms presented in chapter 4. Experiments include

on both real and simulated data alignments. Experiments were also conducted with
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different nucleotide substitution models. The chapter consists of the following sections.

The results and discussion including details of experimental setup, datasets used, various

experiments and comparison to other algorithms. Subsections also present distributed

architecture and effects of data compression as well. Summary of the chapter concludes

the chapter.

Finally, chapter 6 concludes the thesis with future research directions.
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2 Background

2.1 Introduction

Analysis of molecular sequences that leads to uncover the relationship and

evolutionary history among different species, organisms or taxa is called phylogenetic

analysis. The study of molecular phylogenetics was introduced in early 1960’s [11, 12]

and fully revealed in [13]. Phylogenetic analysis usually represents evolutionary

information in a pictorial form called phylogenetic trees. Figure 2.1 shows an example of

phylogenetic tree. There exist diverse applications of phylogenetic trees such as to

determine the age and rate of diversification of different genes and to trace the origin of

harmful and infectious genes. Phylogenetic analysis is a complicated task and the

problem is considered NP-complete for some methods. Consider a simple case of

evolution that a unicellular organism duplicates and new cells are created. The created

cells replicate and the process continues for long lineages. A straightforward way to infer

phylogeny is to take two cells and compare them. Both cells resemble each other or have

least differences if they have a recent common ancestor. The cells will have many

differences from those diverged earlier and have common ancestor generations ago [14].

Theoretically, one can infer branching factor by going upward and find the lineage,

similarities and differences in the cells. However, inferring complete history is not

straightforward. Some challenges such as non-uniformity, horizontal gene transfer and

lateral gene transfer may lead to incorrect phylogeny. In the presence of these and some

other challenges and alternative methods such as phylogenetic networks [15, 16],

sophisticated methods should be used to achieve correct phylogenetic inference. Despite

these challenges phylogenetic analysis is the only solution to determine the evolutionary

history of organisms whose evident phenomenological characteristics are not known

[17]. It is an effective way to solve many problems related to bioinformatics and

biological sciences [18]. A wide range of practical domains such as forensics [19],
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Figure 2.1. An example of phylogenetic tree consisting of 7 species

Figure 2.2. An example of rooted phylogenetic tree
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conservation biology [20, 21], epidemiology [22], gene function prediction [23], drug

development [24] and industrial development [25] use phylogenetic trees.

This chapter presents the background of phylogenetic analysis and related areas. The

remainder of the chapter consists of the following sections. Types of phylogenetic trees

are presented in section 2.2 followed by steps involved in phylogenetic inference in

section 2.3. Section 2.4 presents clustering, followed by Hadoop in section 2.5 and

Map/Reduce in section 2.6. Summary of the chapter is presented in section 2.7.

2.2 Types of Phylogenetic Trees

Phylogenetic trees are categorized as rooted or un-rooted. In rooted phylogenetic

trees, all species share a common ancestor. As branching factor increases, descendants

for next species can be identified. Trees may be bifurcating, multi-furcating, labeled or

unlabeled. A bifurcating tree is one, which has every interior node of degree 3 and every

tip node of degree 1, whereas multi-furcating trees have some interior nodes of higher

degree. A labeled tree has labels on its tips if they are different. Normally interior nodes

have no labels. Figure 2.2 shows a rooted phylogenetic tree with seven species. The

number of possible trees for n taxa can be calculated using Equation. 2.1 [14]. Table 2.1

shows possible rooted trees for some values of n.

															 2n − 3 !2 n − 2 ! 																																																																																														2.1																	
On the other hand, in un-rooted trees species do not share a common ancestor, the

branching factor tells the evolution but common ancestor cannot be identified. An un-

rooted phylogenetic tree is shown in Figure 2.3. Equation 2.2 is used to calculate

possible un-rooted trees for n taxa [14], which are shown in Table 2.1 for different

values of n.

												 2n − 5 !2 n − 3 ! 																																																																																																				2.2					
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Figure 2.3. An example of un-rooted phylogenetic tree

Table 2.1. Number of rooted and un-rooted trees for n species, for various values of n

Species Rooted trees Un-rooted trees

3 3 1

4 15 3

5 105 15

6 945 105

7 10,395 945

8 135,135 10,395

9 2,027,025 135,135

10 34,459,425 2,027,025

20 8.20094x1021 34,459,425

30 4.9518 x 1038 8.20094x1021

40 1.00985 x 1057 4.9518 x 1038

50 2.75292 x 1076 1.00985 x 1057
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2.3 Steps Involved in Phylogenetic Inference

Phylogenetic inference is a hierarchical process consisting of the following steps.

The first step is to align sequences followed by nucleotide substitution model selection,

tree construction and validation of the final tree [3]. Three steps i.e. sequence alignment;

substitution models and tree assessment are discussed in this section, whereas tree

construction methods are discussed in chapter 3. All steps are crucial for phylogenetic

analysis and hence correct phylogeny. Good alignment results in the production of good

phylogenetic trees. Similarly quality of final tree depends upon the selection of

appropriate nucleotide substitution model, wrong model selection leads to incorrect

phylogeny [26].

2.3.1 Multiple Sequence Alignment

Finding similarities between three or more sequences is referred to as Multiple

Sequence Alignment (MSA). Similarity can be measured on the residue-to-residue basis

and a procedure may be required to find the best alignment among several possible

alignments.

An initial step in most of the tasks in computational biology is MSA [27]. It is also

an essential part in many research domains in bioinformatics such as identification of

conserved regions, database searching, and phylogenetic inference etc. In bioinformatics

MSA is treated as separate from phylogenetic inference, however; these are closely

linked together and MSA is usually used as input to many known methods for

phylogenetic inference (discussed in chapter 3). Good sequence alignment has a strong

influence on the accuracy of resulted tree [28]. Similarly these sequences result from

some evolutionary process thus, their relationship can be described with phylogenetic

trees.

MSA captures the basic relationship between input sequences. To find this

relationship gaps denoted by special character ‘-‘is inserted. Insertion is done in a way

that overall matching in sequences remains maximum. The sequences may contain

substitution that changes one letter to another, insertions add characters to the sequence,
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and deletions remove characters from the sequence. Both are collectively called indels.

MSA can formally be represented as a set of input sequences [29]. In the case of

DNA sequences ∑ consists of A, C, G and T. T is replaced by U in the case of RNA

sequences. In the case of proteins, it consists of twenty three letters corresponding to

amino acids. Construction of good alignment is the complex and time-consuming

process. Dynamic programming is used to solve this problem. This technique turns to be

more impractical for more than a few sequences as its time and space complexities grow

exponentially [30]. The execution time of this technique for two sequences having length

l is O (l2). Some heuristics have been introduced and are widely used. One of these

heuristics is the progressive alignment [31]. As its name suggests the heuristic moves

step by step towards the final solution following some predefined criteria. Table 2.2

shows popular programs for sequence alignment along with the methods on which these

programs are based and the architecture of each program. The table is redrawn from

[28]. The most popular program based on progressive alignment is ClustalW [32]. Some

programs [33, 34] use stochastic or iterative procedures [35].

Table 2.2. Some popular programs for MSA

Program Method Architecture

ClustalW Progressive Parallel

ProAlign Progressive Sequential

ProbCons Progressive, stochastic Sequential

MUSCLE Progressive, Iterative Sequential

3D/T-Coffee Progressive, Consistency Parallel

HMMER Stochastic Sequential

Paraline, Prrn Progressive, Iterative Parallel

MAFFT Progressive, Consistency Sequential
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2.3.2 Nucleotide Substitution Models

As stated in the previous section that selection of nucleotide substitution model is a

critical step for correct phylogeny. This section presents a discussion on model selection

and some popular substitution models. Maximum Likelihood method gives us the

advantage of specifying a base substitution model explicitly. Base mutations result in

changing sequence and thus change ancestors; therefore, there is a need to specify

appropriate probabilities of change in nucleotides. It is assumed that Marko Models are

used for this purpose i.e. only immediate predecessors are used for probabilities of bases,

regardless of the history. These probabilities also remain identical for entire tree [17].

Before discussing base substitution models let’s make it clear that model should be

time reversible i.e. following the evolutionary process in any direction will yield

identical results. This relationship is shown in Equation 2.3 [17].

π P t = P t π 																																																																																								2.3
The equation shows that P is a function that changes its state from state i to state j in t

time whereas, πi is the equation shows the frequency of base i.

A substitution model can be represented as a 4x4 matrix usually represented by letter

Q. Mutations and their rate of change with respect to time are shown in this matrix. The

mutations are considered from A|C|G|T -> A|C|G|T. The following matrix shows the

general form of substitution models.
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In above matrix π is the probability or base frequency for different bases, µ is the

mean instantaneous substitution rate and a, b, c,…l are parameters for bases and used for

twelve substitutions between each distant pair. This general model does not hold general

time reversible relationship as symmetric entries in the matrix with different relative

rates. This problem can be overcome by taking symmetric relative rates. Some

commonly used base substitution models are discussed here.

2.3.2.1 General Time Reversible (GTR) Model

The GTR model proposed in [36, 37] overcomes the problem mentioned in above

discussed general model, by taking symmetrical relative rates. This model replaces g

with a, h with b, I with c, j with d, k with e and l with f as symmetric relative rates. The

following matrix represents GTR model.

2.3.2.2 HKY85 (Hasegawa, Kishino, Yano, 1985) Model

The HKY85 model proposed in [38] is efficient in terms of speed and accurate

modeling. The model specifies two classes, transition and transversion and allows distant

frequencies. Transition occurs between A|G< - >A|G and C|T< - >C|T and transversion

occurs between A|G < - > C|T bases. In this model transition and transversion occur at

different speeds and is usually referred to as transition/transversion ratio. The HKY85

model is shown in the following matrix. The setting in GTR model are modified as

πR=πA+πG, πY= πC+ πT, a=c=d=f=l and b=e=k, where k is the transition/transversion

ratio.
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2.3.2.3 Kimura-2-Parameter (K2P) Model

K2P model presented in [39] can be derived from HKY85 model by setting

πA=πC=πG=πT=0.25. This model uses the following matrix.

2.3.2.4 Felsenstien 81 (F81) Model

Felsenstien proposed F81 model in [40]. This model can be obtained when a single

type of substitution is allowed i.e. setting a= b= c= d= e= f=1 in HKY85 model. The

matrix representation of F81 model is shown below.
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2.3.2.5 Jukes Cantor (JC69) Model

The JC69 model proposed in [41] is the most simple and ancient base substitution

model. This model uses equal frequencies i.e. πA= πC= πG= πT= 0.25 and supports only

one type of substitution i.e. all parameters are set to 1. The model is shown in following

matrix.

Figure 2.4. Hierarchy of base substitution models [17].
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An overview of models on the basis of number of substitutions and base frequencies

is shown in Figure 2.4.

2.3.3 Assessment of Final Tree

After reconstructing phylogenetic tree, it is hard to be confident that how accurate it

is? Some qualitative and quantities measurements are used to measure the confidence

over the tree. The former may include features such as different types of input formats

e.g. PHYLIP or FASTA and support for different types of sequences such as DNA or

amino acids. The later includes execution time, memory requirements and final quality

of the tree. The quality of the final tree can be verified by either taking real datasets and

compare the generated tree with known trees or use simulated datasets with different

scoring functions to validate the tree [17].

2.4 Cluster Formation

Clustering is the process of partitioning large datasets into small and meaningful sub-

classes, based on similarity among objects in a group. In bioinformatics, clustering is

used to understand genetic relationship more easily. Clustering of large datasets is a

challenging task. Usually, clustering has the requirements of scalability, ability to deal

with all bases in a DNA sequence, ability to handle large amounts of data, similarity

measurements and separation of clusters, etc. [42].

Different methods and algorithms are available for clustering. Some methods and

algorithms are overlapping, hence difficult to categorize. Some fundamental methods for

clustering are discussed in the following sub-sections.

2.4.1 Partition Based Methods

In partition-based methods, a set of data is divided into subsets or clusters by

dividing the data into k clusters. Each k consists of n objects where n>=1. The data are

added to k based on closeness to the objects in k. Each object in datasets belongs to

exactly one cluster. This is a distance-based technique and objects cannot move inter-

cluster. The method follows a general criterion, keep similar or closely related objects in

the same cluster and different objects far from each other.
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2.4.2 Hierarchical Methods

In this method, data are hierarchically partitioned into clusters. The process is

repeated iteratively to divide the data into smaller groups. The procedure may be

agglomerative or divisive. Hierarchical methods have further been divided into various

extensions and subspaces.

2.4.3 Density Based Methods

In this method, clusters are based on the density of objects in a cluster. Objects are

added to the clusters iteratively until it exceeds a threshold value. The criteria for this

method is to search for high dense regions with arbitrary shape and points inside regions.

2.5 Hadoop

Apache software foundation has developed Hadoop framework for distributed

computing. Map/Reduce and Google File System (GFS) are the inspirations for it.

Hadoop is feasible to tackle problems that need large-scale scalability and huge

computation times. Data in Hadoop cluster are saved in Hadoop Distributed File System

(HDFS). Hadoop cluster consists of different types of nodes referred to as Name-Node

and Data-Nodes as shown in Figure 2.5. Data-Nodes hold replicated data blocks on

HDFS. Clients specify replication and size of the block.

2.6 Map/Reduce

A software framework called Map/Reduce developed for parallelizing computational

intensive problems. The framework has two main functions i.e. Map and Reduce. The

framework also involves a shuffle phase. The Map function is responsible for mapping

the input data into a set of key/value pairs. The shuffle phase matches relevant key/value

pairs and forms groups of related pairs. The Reduce function is responsible for reducing

the key/value pairs as shown in Figure 2.6. The use of Map/Reduce simplifies large-

scale parallel programming. The programmer has to implement only two functions i.e.

Map and Reduce. Map/Reduce is responsible for the rest of the operations involved in

parallel processing.
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Figure 2.5. HDFS Architecture [43]

Figure 2.6. Map/Reduce Functions Process [44]
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2.7 Summary

Evolutionary information is usually represented in a graphical form called a

phylogenetic tree. Phylogenetic trees are classified into rooted or un-rooted trees.

Phylogeny is a hierarchal process consisting of the aligning input sequence, nucleotide

substitution model selection, tree construction and validation of the final tree. Various

tree construction methods and substitution models are available for this purpose. The

final tree can be assessed with real data alignments or simulated data alignments with

known true trees.
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3 Literature Review

.

3.1 Introduction

There exists an extensive literature on phylogenetic methods and programs for

phylogenetic inference. Some methods are fast and less accurate, whereas others are

slow and accurate. It depends upon the choice of a researcher to choose a method

according to their needs. Similarly, a variety of systems and applications have been

developed to infer phylogenetic trees. Early approaches were based on single node or

single processor computers. Due to advances in high throughput sequencing

technologies, publically available genomic data is increasing exponentially. This huge

amount of data needs sophisticated, efficient and high throughput methods to be

analyzed. This requirement brings parallel and distributed computing to the field of

bioinformatics. Recent systems and algorithms for sequence alignment and

phylogenetics are based on parallel and distributed computing. This chapter presents

details of available methods and programs for phylogenetic inference. The chapter

consists of the following sections. Details of available methods for phylogenetic tree

construction are presented in section 3.2. Section 3.3 presents a detailed survey of related

work followed by analysis and discussion of various existing algorithms in section 3.4.

Section 3.5 presents compression algorithms for DNA sequence compression. Summary

of the chapter is presented in section 3.6.

3.2 Tree Building Methods

There exist two basic methods for phylogenetic inference i.e. distance based and

character based methods. Another method referred to as Bayesian inference is also

commonly used. Tree building methods can also be categorized as algorithmic or
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criterion based. Algorithmic methods are series of steps to solve phylogenetic inference

problem. On the other hand, criteria based methods follow some criteria such as

optimization, bootstrapping, etc.

3.2.1. Distance Based Methods

In the distance-based method, pairwise distance between n sequences is calculated to

infer phylogeny. An n x n distance matrix containing the pair-wise distance of all

sequences is computed using some function f that takes two sequences Si and Sj as input

where i and j have any positive value. The problem gets complicated as f is called

recursively. Un-weighted Pair Group Method with Arithmetic mean(UPGMA) [45] and

Neighbor Joining (NJ) [46] are examples of distance based methods.

3.2.1.1 Un-weighted Pair Group Method with Arithmetic Mean (UPGMA)

Method

The UPGMA method computes the distance between pairs and finds closely related

pairs by identifying the shorter distance in the matrix. The method clusters related taxa

into a single Organizational Taxonomic Unit (OUT), recalculates the distance matrix and

repeats the steps. Following example explains working of UPGMA method.

Consider a phylogenetic tree in Figure 3.1 containing six species named as A, B, C, D, E

and F. The numbers show the evolutionary distances of species from each other. The sum

of numbers on each branch of tree yields the distance matrix shown in Table 3.1. In the

first step, pair A, B is selected as it has minimum pair-wise distance and sub-tree is drawn

with a distance of 2. The two species are merged into a single one and the distance matrix

is reconstructed. Following the same procedure, species with minimum distance are

selected and branches are inserted to the tree until no new matrix is found. Table 3.2

shows the procedure. The example is taken and redrawn from [14].

All distance matrices are shown in column 2 of Table 3.2. The minimum

distances selected are shown in red color in each distance matrix. In the case of

similar values of distance, any of these values can be selected. Resulting trees from

each cycle are shown in last column of Table 3.2.
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Figure 3.1. Example of UPGMA tree [47]

Table 3.1. Distance matrix for the tree given in Figure 3.1

OTUs A B C D E

B 2

C 4 4

D 6 6 6

E 6 6 6 4

F 8 8 8 8 8
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3.2.1.2 Neighbor Joining (NJ) Method

The Neighbor Joining method is also based on distance matrix as UPGMA. Initially,

a tree is constructed that branches from a single node. In the following step, individual

distances are computed i.e. the distance between each pair of OTUs that show the

divergence of an OTU from all other organisms. The distance matrix is calculated from

the distance between the nodes. The method uses the minimum distance between two

pairs. The process is repeated like UPGMA until a final tree is reconstructed. Consider a

tree in Figure 3.2. This tree cannot be reconstructed by UPGMA method as the tree has

unequal mutation rates i.e. B and D have higher mutation rate than A. The raw distance

matrix for the tree is shown in Table 3.3. The example is taken and redrawn from [14].

Table 3.2. Example of UPGMA tree

Cycle No. Distance Matrix Resulting Tree

1 OTUs A B C D E
B 2
C 4 4
D 6 6 6
E 6 6 6 4
F 8 8 8 8 8

2

OTUs A,B C D E
C 4
D 6 6
E 6 6 4
F 8 8 8 8

3
OTUs A,B C D,E
C 4
D,E 6 6
F 8 8 8
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4 OTUs AB,C D,E
D,E 6
F 8 8

5 OTUs A,B,C,D,E
F 8

Figure 3.2. An example tree with unequal mutation rates
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Table 3.3 Raw distance matrix for the tree shown in Figure 3.2

OTUs A B C D E

B 5

C 4 7

D 7 10 7

E 6 9 6 5

F 8 11 8 9 8

Table 3.4. Example of NJ tree construction

Cycle No. Distance Matrix Resulting Tree

1 OTUs A B C D E
B 5
C 4 7
D 7 10 7
E 6 9 6 5
F 8 11 8 9 8

2 OTUs U1 C D E
C 3
D 6 7
E 5 6 5
F 7 8 9 8

3 OTUs U1 C U2
C 3

U2 3 4
F 7 8 6
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4 OTUs U2 U3
U3 2

F 6 6

5 OTUs U4
F 5

The first step is to calculate the divergence rate r of an OTU from all other OTUs,

which can be calculated as the sum of distances of an OTU from all other OTUs divided

by N-2. The divergence rate of A i.e. r (A) =7.5, r (B) = 1.5, r(C) = 8 and so on.

In the second step, the distance matrix is calculated for each pair of OTUs. This can

be done using equation 3.1.

M = d − s − s 																																																																																								3.1
Where, N is the number of OTUs, having value 6 in this example. Table 3.4 shows

distance matrix for all pairs of OTUs.

Next steps are to choose OTUs having smallest Mij i.e. A, B and D, E in this case.

Let take A, B to form a new node U. Calculate branch length from OTUs A and B to

node U. New distance matrix is created from new distance and the procedure is repeated.

All distance matrices and resulting trees are shown in Table 3.4
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3.2.2. Character Based Methods

These methods, derive the tree from alignment data i.e. distribution of characters in

the input sequence. The tree score is computed on a column-by-column basis. These

methods are computationally intensive than other methods, however; these are most

accurate known methods for phylogenetic inference [48]. Examples of character based

methods include Maximum Parsimony (MP) [49] and Maximum Likelihood (ML) [50].

3.2.2.1 Maximum Likelihood Method

The ML is widely used and considered to be the most accurate known method. Under

a given evolutionary model and input alignment, the method finds a model with the

highest probability [5]. The product of likelihood values is used to compute the branch

lengths. Based on this hypothesis evolutionary history can be formulated [3, 51]. An

example of ML method is shown in Figure 3.3

Figure 3.3. Example of Likelihood tree
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Table 3.5. Hypothetical sequence alignments with five species

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1 G C C A A C G G T T

2 G A A A C C T G T A

3 G A G T G A C C C C

4 A A A C C T G T A T

5 A T C G G T T A A A

3.2.2.2 Maximum Parsimony Method

The MP method is also used widely. In this method, all alternative relationships

among OTUs in a given dataset are given a score. The most parsimonious tree is the one

with low score i.e. having the minimum number of evolutionary changes. Consider DNA

sequences from five taxa shown in Table 3.5. In parsimony analysis, the goal is to find

the relationship among the taxa using all possible phylogenetic trees. Then number of

evolutionary changes is determined to generate the sequence alignment that yields the

tree.

To make calculation simple let’s take the alignment column (column 1) and construct

the two trees shown in Figure 3.4 (A and B) .The parsimonious tree would be the one

that needs small number of evolutionary changes that produce the observed states from

input data. This is achieved with overlaying characters over the tree and traverses the

tree in the backward direction. This will yield the ancestral states. The trees with

overlaying characters are shown in Figure 3.4 (C and D). In Figure 3.4 (E and F) both

trees are shown with changes in states. The tree on the left has one evolutionary change

while the tree on the right has 2 changes. Changes are marked with arrows. There are

other possible ways of overlaying characters and may result in different tree topology,
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but the method searches for the one with small number of evolutionary changes. Some

characters may have different overlaying positions and thus affecting the number of

evolutionary changes needed to produce the required tree.

3.2.3. Bayesian Inference

The Bayesian Inference method uses a statistical framework to test a variety of

evolutionary hypothesis. The framework yields posterior probabilities of a tree.

Posterior probabilities are approximated with numerical methods e.g. Markov Chain

Monte Carlo (MCMC) [52] . An example of the method is shown in Figure 3.5

Detail analysis of the available methods has been presented in [3, 51, 52]. Table 3.6

shows the comparison of different methods.

Figure 3.4. The trees generated from the alignment in Table 3.5. The figure is redrawn from [14]
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Figure 3.5. Example representation of a MC3 tree inference process with two MCMC [17].

3.3 Programs for Phylogenetic Inference

Many algorithms [53-57] have been proposed for inference of phylogenetic

trees. Single processor computers were used in early approaches. These approaches

have produced good results in algorithmic and heuristics solutions to solve

computational problem of phylogenetic tree construction. Other approaches have

focused on parallel and distributed computing and use multiple processors to solve

the problem. This section presents a detailed discussion on proposed algorithms.

First sequential algorithms are discussed, followed by parallel algorithms. Finally,

distributed algorithms are discussed. Table 3.7 shows various algorithms along

with architecture, the method used and strong and weak points of each algorithm.
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Table 3.6. Comparison of phylogenetic tree construction methods

Method Strengths Weaknesses

Neighbour

Joining

Fast Distance may yield invalid

estimates. Sometimes missing

information.

UPGMA Fast Suffers from the problems of

additivity and ultrametricity.

Maximum

Parsimony

Fast and Robust Slow when branch length is

varying.

Maximum

Likelihood

Accurate results Time consuming, search

algorithm dependent

Bayesian

Inference

Fast Difficult in determining

approximation.

3.3.1 Sequential Programs

An algorithm based on the stepwise addition is presented in [36]. First, it

selects the best tree by using local arrangement. Further searches are performed

and search space is created on the basis of the best tree produced in preceding step.

Each step results in a best tree that yields search space for likelihood trees. Finally,

a global rearrangement is performed on a tree of all taxa. Algorithmic solutions of

this program are considered obsolete [29].

Another sequential algorithm presented in [58] also uses stepwise addition. For

each taxon, rearrangement and local alignment are performed. This step yields the

best tree after each rearrangement. The algorithm performs a final rearrangement

to find the best tree after adding all taxa.
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An algorithm based on Bayesian inference is presented in [59]. In this

algorithm, phylogeny is inferred on the basis of posterior probabilities. The

algorithm is based on Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) and also uses its

variant Metropolis-Coupled Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MC3) analysis. The

algorithm uses MCMC for Posterior probabilities of trees and MC3 for

independent tree searches. The number of trees visited is returned at the end of the

process.

An approach for phylogenetic reconstruction is presented in [60]. The approach

is based ML method. The algorithm constructs tree topology and also calculates

branch lengths. The algorithm constructs the initial tree and gives it as input for

further processing. The algorithm improves final likelihood values by optimizing

the initial tree. The optimization is done with rearrangements of branch positions

in the input tree. The algorithm is topologically accurate, but due to large number

of rearrangements, it suffers from the problem of randomness in tree search.

A package to perform the phylogenetic analysis is presented in [61]. The

package consists of several programs (CODEML, PAMP, BASEML, MCMTREE

etc.) and is based on ML method. The package can perform several functions such

as estimation of parameters likelihood ratio test, test of phylogenetic trees etc.

3.3.2 Parallel Programs

A Quartet-Puzzling (QP) program for phylogenetic tree construction is

presented in [62]. The algorithm constructs a tree of 4 taxa selected from n taxa.

An intermediate tree is constructed from trees produced. This results in many

intermediate trees, which produce a consensus tree in the consensus step. The QP

algorithms have poor final results and also have long inference times [17].

Another algorithm based on ML method is presented in [26]. The algorithm has

shown good speed to construct trees for large datasets. The algorithm takes initial

parsimony tree as input. This tree is constructed by DNAPARS program from

Phylip package [63]. The algorithm uses simple evolutionary nucleotides

substitution models to calculate the likelihood of trees. The algorithm has good

speed, better likelihood values with low memory requirements, but is not model
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flexible and has no support for protein data.

A modified version of IQPNI [64] is presented in [65]. The IQPNI algorithm

combines the Fast Nearest Neighbor Interchange [60] with BIONJ [66] to obtain

the local optimum likelihood tree. The leaves are removed from the initial tree and

reinserted into new positions with Important Quartet Puzzling (IQP) algorithm

[67]. After each rearrangement likelihood value is calculated and optimized until

no better likelihood values are found. This algorithm uses Brent's method for

branch optimization. In modified algorithm Brent's method is replaced by

Newton's method with a slight modification. Newton's method is faster and

efficient as it uses first and second order derivatives. The algorithm is fast and

efficient and uses parallel computing for optimization; however, sometimes results

need to be re-optimized. It also has problem of non-convergence.

An algorithm based on Map/Reduce framework is presented in [68]. The

program has support for the multi-core platform. Robinson Fold (RF) matrices are

calculated for various evolutionary trees. The program first generates a hash table

in first map stage which is updated in successive map phases.

The MPI-based version of Phylip package is presented in [69]. The program

supports large-scale phylogenetic studies of protein sequences. The algorithms can

support MP, ML and distance matrix methods. The program supports different

methods for tree inference and is fast, but it suffers from the limitations of input

types i.e. does not support DNA sequences.

3.3.3 Distributed Programs

An algorithm for phylogenetic tree construction and analysis is presented in

[70]. The algorithm is based on distributed computing and provides a cross

platform for phylogenetic inference. The algorithm makes use of a popular library

for phylogenetic analysis and also uses ML method. The algorithm makes use of

spare clock cycles of the university lab computers. The algorithm takes excessive

runtimes for large datasets.

A distributed platform for phylogenomics is presented in [71].The algorithm is

based on ML method and spans multiple platforms. Researchers can use idle CPU
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clocks that work as a virtual supercomputer. The program gives an option to the

user to select a nucleotide substitution model and proceeds to tree searching and

bootstrapping. The advantage of the algorithm is that it uses non-dedicated

computers for phylogenomics, but the algorithm has limitations of supporting

complex models of substitution.

Another algorithm that is capable to chain multiple programs is presented in

[72]. The features of the program include multiple sequence alignment and

phylogenetic tree construction. The program is also capable of graphically

displaying phylogenetic trees. The program has support for non-experienced user

and provides a separate mode for such users. The program runs with predefined

parameters in this mode. It supports different modes for experienced users. The

program runs on dedicated server, however; suffers from some input-output

limitations.

Another program that has features like hypothesis testing, phylogenetic

inference and molecular evolution is presented in [73]. The program has support

for users and guides the user throughout the analysis. The program uses ML, MP,

distance and Bayesian inference methods. The primary tasks of the program are

sequence alignment, phylogenetic analysis, evolutionary tests and utilities.

3.4 Discussion on Algorithms

Some qualitative and quantitative parameters are used to assess performance of

phylogenetic trees inference programs. Quantitative parameters may be the ability

of a program to construct phylogenetic trees for different types of data such as

DNA or amino acids. Another parameter could be to handle input in different

formats and generate output in different formats. The qualitative parameters may

be final score obtained, execution time of algorithm and memory requirements for

large datasets. There is a strong correlation between qualitative parameters.

Accuracy of final score is strongly influenced by execution time. Another

important factor is to measure the accuracy of the final result. The performance of

a program may be measured with real datasets and some parameters e.g.

substitution model.
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Table 3.7. Comparative results of various algorithms along with strong and weak points of each algorithm

Approach Applicable to Architecture Method Used Strengths Weaknesses

fastDNAml Phylogenetic Inference

Sequential,

Parallel version

Available [74]

ML Better speedup Algorithms used are obsolete.

PAUP Phylogenetic inference Sequential ML Fast The algorithms used are obsolete.

MrBayes Phylogenetic inference Sequential Bayesian Fast Less accurate

TREE-PUZZLE Phylogenetic Inference

and analysis

Parallel QP, ML Efficient Slow and incorrect final result

Phyml
Phylogeny

Reconstruction
Sequential ML

Topologically

accurate
Slow

RAxML Phylogenetic Inference
Parallel ML

Accurate and low

Memory requirements
Fewer models supported

pIQPNNI Phylogenetic Inference Parallel ML Fast and Efficient Non-convergence problem

DPRml Phylogenetic Inference Distributed ML
Runs on commodity

hardware
Slow

PAML
Phylogenetic

Inference, LRT
Sequential ML Supports more models Slow

MultiPhyl Phylogenetic Inference Distributed ML Commodity hardware. No support for complex models

Phylogency.fr
MSA , phylogenetic

Inference
Web server ML

Easy to use and runs in

different modes

Needs dedicated hardware and

have input and output limitations

MrsRF Phylogenetic Inference Parallel Distance Matrix Fast Difficult to implement

MPI-PHYLIP
Phylogenetic Inference Parallel MP, ML Fast No support for DNA sequences

Phylemon 2.0

Phylogenetic

Inference. Hypothesis

testing

Web server
ML,

Bayesian Method
Easy to use Runs on dedicated hardware.

The generated trees can be compared to known phylogenetic trees. The

performance can also be measured with simulated datasets with different scoring

functions for analysis [17]. In case of simulated data analysis, true trees are

calculated in advance to measure topological accuracy.

Comparative experimental results of various programs are shown in different
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studies. Comparative results of four programs i.e. PAUP [58], TREE-PUZZLE

[62], fastDNAml [36], and MrBayes [59] are shown in [52].  The survey has

covered sequential programs and used simulated datasets for analysis. According

to the results of the survey MrBayes is fast and most accurate in all compared

programs.

Another study [75] has also done comparative analysis of different algorithms

on both simulated and real datasets. The results show that in Bayesian and

traditional approaches for phylogenetic inference, PhyML and MrBayes are

topologically accurate as well as fastest approaches[17].

Comparative results of other programs on single computer are presented in [71].

Compared programs include MultiPhyl [71], PhyML [60], DPRml [70], IQPNNI

[64], and RAxML [26]. Table 3.8 shows the results of the study. The results show

that MultiPhyl and PhyML produce better values in comparison to other programs.

Both programs have similar likelihood values. On some datasets i.e. 50SC, 150SC,

193V, 218RDPII and 250ARB PhyML produces better likelihood values, whereas,

on other datasets i.e. 101SC, 150ARB and 200ARB MultiPhyl produces good

results in terms likelihood values. RAxML produces better likelihood values than

other programs. In case of execution time, both MultiPhyl and PhyML have similar

run times on small datasets; however, on large datasets PhyML outperforms

MultiPhyl.

The programs discussed have good results in computation time as well as

likelihood due to the algorithmic and heuristics developments. However, the

problem of phylogenetic inference is still time consuming and improvements are

needed to reduce execution time.

3.5 Algorithms for DNA Sequence Data Compression

The massive increase in biological sequence is hard to analyze and process.

Compress is a technique used to reduce the size of data to reduce storage

requirements and transmission cost. General purpose compressors can be used to

compress genome sequence data. The nature of these data is redundant as

individuals of same species share a significant amount of common data [76].
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Certain biological characteristics need to be considered when compressing

genomic data. Prior work on genome data compression and handling redundancy

within sequencing data are discussed in [77, 78]

DNA sequence compression algorithms are classified into various categories.

Main category of these algorithms consists of lossy or lossless compressors. The

algorithms can also be categorized as standard algorithms, vertical or horizontal

mode algorithms [77]. General purpose compression is mostly used in standard

data compression. These algorithms cannot take advantage of some characteristics

of biological data such as redundancy, repeated regions and palindromes. Bzip2,

7z and Gzip are examples of standard compression algorithms. These algorithms

are less efficient than specialized compressors in terms of compression ratio [79].

Other examples of standard compression technique are arithmetic coding,

Prediction with Partial Match (PPM), Huffman's coding and Context Tree

Weighting (CTW). DNA sequences have small differences in probabilities and

thus, Huffman's Coding is in-efficient for compressing these sequences [80].

Arithmetic coding and CTW have good compression ratios, however, these

techniques suffer from decompression speed [81].

Table 3.8. Comparative results of MultiPhyl, Phyml , DPRml, IQPNNI and RAxML for a number of
previously published datasets. The results are shown in terms of likelihood (LV) values and runtimes. All

times are shown in seconds. N/a means the algorithm took very long time or returned no result.

Dataset MultiPhyl Phyml DPRml IQPNNI RAxML

LV Time LV Time LV Time LV Time LV Time

50SC -43664 78 -43691 66 -43735 5994 -43630 443 -43630 69

101SC -73807 163 -73818 145 -73754 82935 -73648 1703 -73610 602

150SC -44178 162 -44138 113 -44082 141211 -44061 2513 -44024 342

150ARB -76472 482 -76489 323 -76571 30943 -76473 4117 -76473 814

193V -64799 235 -64532 263 n/a -64413 2511 -64407 905

200ARB -103741 1003 -103789 395 n/a -103784 6470 -103696 1487

218RDPII -155967 1049 -155876 535 n/a -155607 11508 -155603 2937

250ARB -130530 1262 -130488 619 n/a -130271 15226 -130287 3575
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Algorithms in vertical modes are also referred to as referential algorithms. Two

sequences referred to as target sequence and reference sequence are used in

referential algorithms. Compression is achieved by calculating differences between

target and reference sequences. RLZ [82], DSRC [83] and CRAM [84] are

examples of vertical mode compression algorithms.

Horizontal mode algorithms are referred to as reference free compressors.

Theses algorithms use a single sequence for compression. Algorithms in this

category use various techniques such as statistical methods, substitution methods,

dictionary method, 2 bits per base and grammar based method [77]. Example

algorithms in this category are CDNA [85], Approximate Repeat Model (ARM)

[86], Expert Model(XM) [87], genML [88] and DNASC [89].

Recently improvements in this era include BIND [90], DELIMINATE [91],

COMRAD [92] and MFCompress [93]. BIND algorithm is based on 2 bits method.

Algorithm alternates various blocks consisting of zeros and ones in order to

compress the input sequence. DELIMINATE is based on delta encoding and

frequency of bases in input data. Frequent bases are removed from input and less

frequent bases are binary encoded. COMRAD is feasible for repetitive regions in

the input. The regions are stored in corpus-wide codebook and COMRAD encodes

them with short words to achieve compression. MFCompress is based on

probabilistic models. These models are used to predict the probability of bases in

the input sequence. Compression is achieved on the bases of the probability of

occurrence a base in the input sequence.

3.6 Summary

Phylogenetic inference is the study of the relationship among different species.

This study usually yields phylogenetic trees that tell the evolutionary history of

different organism. Methods such as character-based or distance based are widely

used for phylogenetic inference. Each method has pros and cons and is applicable

in accordance to the different scenario. Inference of phylogenetic trees is strongly

influenced by number sequences in the input dataset. As the number of sequences

increases the problem becomes time consuming. Early solutions were based on
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heuristics and algorithmic improvements and produced good results; however, the

problem still remains NP hard. To tackle execution time of phylogenetic inference

various approaches have used parallel and distributed computing. There is still a

gap between proposed programs and execution time i.e. algorithms are needed to

solve problem of phylogenetic inference in shorter time with low memory

requirements.
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4 Algorithmic Solutions

4.1 Introduction

With increaes in biological data, the demand for processing of these data is also

increasing with a rapid rate. May applications in biological research are time intensive

and have got the focus of researchers. Phylogenetic trees inference is one such

application that requires a large amount of time to find the best topology. There is a

correlation between execution time and quality of the final tree. Tree search method that

produce better topologies are time intensive, whereas faster searches produce less

accurate trees. It depends upon the researchers to choose among both options based on

their study. There has been a lot of research in this context since last few decades. Early

development was based on algorithmic and heuristics improvements, which achieved

good results in terms of reduction in computation time as discussed in chapter 3. In order

to overcome the problems in sequential algorithms, parallel and distributed computing

were used to solve many biological problems including phylogenetic inference. Some

implementations have produced better results both in parallel processing as well as

distributed computing. Despite of these improvements, the problem of phylogenetic

inference is still believed to be NP complete.

This chapter presents algorithms PhyloDoop and SeqCompress. First PhyloDoop is

discussed with distributed architecture followed by SeqCompress. The chapter is

organized as follows.  Details of PhyloDoop are presented in section 4.2 with detail steps

involved. The distributed architecture of the algorithm is presented in section 4.3.

Algorithm SeqCompress for Biological sequence compression is presented in section 4.4.

Section 4.5 concludes the chapter with the summary.
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4.2 Phylogenetic Inference on Hadoop (PhyloDoop)

In this section details of PhyloDoop [8] algorithm are presented. PhyloDoop reads

the input alignment in PHYLIP or FASTA format. Before performing the tree search, the

algorithm selects an appropriate substitution model against input alignment. Available

Data-Nodes in the clusters are used for this purpose. This step is performed

independently by all Data-Nodes and final results are returned to Name-Node. This is a

crucial step for phylogenetic inference, as incorrect nucleotide substitution model yeilds

incorrect phylogenies [26]. In the next phase, tree construction and search starts. Tree

construction in PhyloDoop is based on Cluster Neighbor Joining (CNJ) method [94].

PhyloDoop divides the input alignment into clusters of various sizes. The algorithm then

constructs the Initial NJ tree [46] for each cluster using the input alignment and

nucleotide substitution model selected in preceding step. This tree is referred to as sub-

tree. Available Data-Nodes are used to optimize the resulting sub-trees. The optimization

can be performed on various Data-Nodes independent of each other. In the next phase,

the algorithm merges two subtrees that are optimized in previous step and optimizes the

resulting tree. The process is repeated until no sub-tree is left. PhyloDoop uses Hill

Climbing principle for adding trees. The principle is also used in fastDNAml [36] and

DPRml [70]. PhyloDoop algorithm differs from the two algorithms in adding the sub-

trees, it constructs and optimizes the initial sub-trees and then constructs the final tree.

Optimization is done at each step, that reduces network overhead in distributed

environment as well as memory requirements. On the other hand, fastDNAml and

DPRml add taxa one by one to the initial tree. PhyloDoop also differs from CNJ in that it

optimizes the initial subtree and all resulting trees using ML search, the accurate known

method for phylogenetic inference, whereas in CNJ individual trees are constructed and

later on these trees are merged into a single tree using NJ method, which is time efficient

but less accurate. For experiments on ML search a Java based Phylogenetic Analysis

Library (PAL) [95] was used. PhyloDoop consists of the following steps. The flow of

the steps is shown in Figure 4.1.

1. Read the input data and select an appropriate substitution model.
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The first step in the proposed algorithm is to read the input alignment. The

alignment should be aligned. As discussed in chapter 2 sequence alignment is a

crucial step for correct phylogenetic inference.

2. Build clusters of input data. Procedure Build_Cluster shows the detail steps. A

specified number of cluster are built in this phase. Either user selects the number

of clusters or program builds clusters according to the size of input data.

3. Use input alignment and substitution model to construct initial NJ sub-trees for

clusters built in step 2. Initialize branch lengths as well as likelihood values of

initial sub-trees.

Figure 4.1. Steps involved in PhyloDoop

Sequence clustering
i.e. partition input
sequence into clusters

Construct distance
matrices for all
clusters

Optimize each tree
using maximum
likelihood

Connect sub-trees to
find final tree

Optimize final tree
using maximum
likelihood

Use neighbor joining
method to construct
initial trees for each
cluster
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Procedure Construct_Initial_Trees is used to construct initial sub-trees. The procedure

was tested with the dataset (101SC) to create 3 clusters. Initial trees for these clusters

were generated randomly.  There exist other possibilities for both the number of clusters

and sub-trees. Resulting trees are shown in Figures. 4.2 through 4.4. The purpose was to

validate the procedures for cluster formation as well as tree addition.

Procedure Build_Cluster ()

Input
A (Input Alignment)
M (Nucleotide substitution model)

Output
C (clusters)

Steps
a. Start from first alignment (a1) and go to last alignment (an )
b. Iteratively pick alignment ai from A and build cluster C

Procedure Construct_Initial_Trees()

Input
C (clusters from step1)
M (Nucleotide substitution model)

Output
L (list of initial trees)
ML (Maximum Likelihood values)

Steps
a. Start from first cluster (c1) and go to last cluster (cn)
b. Iteratively pick cluster ci from C and construct initial trees

4. Merge initial sub-trees and optimize the resulting tree by swapping taxon

positions i.e. remove taxon and re-insert at other locations. Choose a tree with

better likelihood value. Procedure Merge_Initial_Trees shows the detail steps
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involved. The procedure picks trees and merged according to the given criteria

until no trees are left in the input queue.

Procedure Merge_Initial_Trees()

Input
ST1 and ST2 (Initial sub-trees from L)

Output
TS( Resulting tree from merging T1 and T2)
ML (Maximum Likelihood value)

Steps
a. Pick ST1 and ST2 from L and merge into TS
b. Calculate ML values of all trees. Choose the one with best

score

5. Construct a new tree by adding sub-tree to the resulting tree in step 4. Optimize

the resulting tree by swapping taxon positions. Repeat until no sub-tree is left.

Data-Nodes are used to optimize each tree as sub-trees are added. The detailed

steps involved are shown in procedure Add_Trees. Three trees shown in Figures

4.2 through 4.4 are merged into a single tree. The resulting tree is shown in Figure

4.5.

Procedure Add_Trees ()
Input

TS (Resulting sub-tree of step 4)
T (Next tree to be added from L)

Output
Best_Tree (best tree selected)
ML (Maximum Likelihood value)

Steps
a. Start  from sub-tree Ti and go to last tree Tn in the list
b. Iteratively pick Ti from L and call Add_Tree

6. Finally, optimize the final tree and select best tree on the basis of likelihood

values.
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In PhyloDoop, reference clustering algorithm is used. This algorithm has been used

in [94] and presented in [96]. The algorithm uses partition based method i.e. samples are

selected as centers of the clusters and each object in the sample is added to the cluster

nearest to its center. Next centers are chosen by picking the centers, which are far away

from the ones previously selected. The process is repeated and centers for clusters are

selected randomly.

Figure 4.2. Phylogenetic tree for cluster 1 consisting of 23 species
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Figure 4.3. Phylogenetic tree for cluster 2 consisting of 38 species
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Figure 4.4. Phylogenetic tree for cluster 3 consisting of 40 species
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Figure 4.5. Phylogenetic tree resulting from merging all three clusters, consisting of 101 species
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4.3 Distributed Architecture of PhyloDoop

The distributed architecture of PhyloDoop consists of a master node referred to as

Name-Node and several slave nodes referred to as Data-Nodes. Interaction with the user,

handing task distribution to Data-Nodes, and collecting results are done with Name-

Node. The interaction includes reading input sequence, substitution model selection, tree

search method, parameter optimization and other relevant information. Task distribution

phase includes testing of input alignment for substitution model. Name-Node distributes

input alignments in available Data-Nodes for testing purpose.

Data-Nodes test the input against a substitution model and return the calculated

values to Name-Node. This step is performed independently by Data-Nodes. After

substitution model is selected, Name-Node divides the input alignment into clusters as

discussed in section 4.2. Name-Node constructs sub-trees and merges two trees. The tree

is forwarded to Data-Nodes for optimization, which in turn returns optimized trees and

likelihood values. Name-Node adds trees to the initially optimized trees and repeats the

procedure until no sub-tree is left. Finally, the resulting tree is optimized and the

procedure ends. Figure 4.6 shows the distributed flow of PhyloDoop.

4.4 Algorithm for Data Compression

This section presents data compression algorithm SeqCompress [7]. The algorithm

uses delta encoding, arithmetic coding and statistical model for compression. Two modes

of compression are used i.e. binary compression and segment based compression.

Statistical model is used to choose type of compression. SeqCompress uses arithmetic

coding to compress segments and some leftover bases in input sequence. The input is

first divided into two parts. Headers of FASTA file are written to a separate file. The

other part contains nucleotide bases i.e. ACGT and some non-ACGT characters. The

algorithm converts small letters to upper letters and stores starting and ending positions

of blocks of small letters. Non-ACGT characters are stored in a separate file along with

their positions in the input sequence. These characters are then removed from input

sequence. Now only ACGT characters are left in input sequence which needs to be

processed in order to achieve compression. This portion is given as input to the statistical
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model, where most frequent segments from the input are selected. Based on the decision

of statistical model these segments are extracted from input and saved to a file as delta

differences of their positions and segment itself for decompression purpose. The

algorithm uses 2 bits per base format for the leftover bases. 7z compressor is used to

compress all segments generated during the process. The flow of SeqCompress

algorithm is shown in Figure 4.7.

Figure 4.6. Distributed flow of PhyloDoop algorithm
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Figure 4.7. Flow of SeqCompress algorithm
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Pseudo Code 4.1 Distributed flow of PhyloDoop

R← input_data
M← substitution model

Build_Cluster (R, M)
Return c

Build_Initial_Trees(R, M, C)
Return t

Merge_Trees (t1, t2…,tn)
Return T

Calculate_ML (T)
Return ML

Select_Best_Tree (T, ML)
Best_tree ← T
If next-tree is better than best_tree
Best_tree ← current_tree
While more trees exist

Print best_tree

Pseudo Code 4.2 Flow of SeqCompress Algorithm

R← input_data
Header_Filter(R)
Write_Header (header_file)
Return R1 // R1=R- header

Lower_Case_Converter (R1)
Lower_Case_Poistion_Writer (P_file)
Return R1 //R1=All data in upper case

Non_ACGT_Filter (R1)
Write_Non_ACGT (N_File)
Return R2 //R2=R1-Non-ACGT

Frequent_Bases_Filter (R2)
Write_Frequent_Bases (F_File)
Return R3 //R3=R2-frequent bases

Write_Twobits (R3, Two_file)

Compress_All (hader_file, P_file, N_file, F_File, Two_file)

4.4.1. Statistical Model

The statistical model used in SeqCompress works as follows. The input to the model

is a sequence of length l containing only four bases. Model selects a segment s of length n

from input sequence and uses Equation 4.1 to find frequency f of s in the input sequence.

The model selects m segments from the entire data. The model then decides amongst

segment based compression or 2 bits per base compression for input data. Percent

Compression Ratio (PCR) is calculated for decision. PCRs i.e. PCR on segment based
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compression and PCRb i.e. PCR on binary compression are calculated. The decision for

compression is made on better compression ratio. PCR, PCRs and PCRb are calculated

using Equations 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 respectively. In experiments of this thesis, SeqCompress

was used in its simple form i.e. only 2 bits per base were used to reduce computational

complexity. = ∑ 	si																																																																																							4.1					
					PCR = Compressed	data	sizeoriginal	data	size ∗ 100																																												4.2
PCRs = ( ∗ ∗ )( ∗ ∗ ) ∗ 100																																																																									4.3

In above equation f and n are the frequency and length of a sequence respectively.

Positions of each segment are stored as delta differences that occupy 8-bits space.

PCRb = (f ∗ n ∗ 2)(f ∗ n ∗ 8) ∗ 100																																																													4.4
In above equation f and n are the frequency and length of a sequence respectively. All

characters are saved in 2 bits space.

4.5 Summary

With the advent of new technologies, genomics data are increasing at a rapid rate.

Many applications in biological sciences use genomic data. Phylogenetic inference is

one such application. Phylogenetic inference is the computationally intensive problem

and is considered to be NP-hard. In this chapter, algorithmic solutions for inference of

phylogenetic tree are presented. Trees are constructed form clusters that are generated by

splitting input alignment. The trees are then merged to obtain the final tree. All

intermediate and final trees are optimized. The chapter also presents an algorithm

SeqCompress for biological sequence compression. A brief discussion on vital role of

compression in bioinformatics applications is also presented.
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5 Results and Analysis

5.1 Introduction

As discussed in previous chapters that phylogenetic inference in computationally

intensive problem. Various methods are available for such analysis. One important

concern regarding final tree is the confidence over accuracy. In other words, how to

decide that final tree is the real one for a given dataset. Different criteria are available to

validate fanal tree obtained. One solution is to take real data alignments and compare

obtained tree with real trees for corresponding data alignments. Another way is to use

simulated datasets with known trees and compare final tree with known trees.

This chapter presents experimental results of algorithms presented in chapter 4.

Experiments include on both real and simulated data alignments. Experiments were also

conducted with different nucleotide substitution models. The chapter is orgainized as

folllows. Sections 5.2 presents results and discussion including details of experimental

setup, datasets used, various experiments and comparison to other algorithms.

Subsections also present distributed architecture and effects of data compression as well.

Section 5.3 concludes the chapter with summary.

5.2 Results and Discussion

Maximum Likelihood is known to be the most accurate method for phylogenetic

inference. The method finds a tree topology that produces maximum likelihood score

[48]. However, the optimization of final tee is time consuming and hence it must be

weighed against computation time. There is a choice available between search time and

quality of the final tree. It is up to researcher whether to use slow algorithm with optimal

score or fast solutions with less optimal score [97]. The choice of preferring of an

algorithm over other depends upon the goals of study, search times, and optimality of

final solutions.
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An important consideration for validity of results is to repeatedly run an algorithm.

An algorithm may produce different results with different runs with same settings,

although it is believed that the optimum solutions and final results may always be the

same. Further, there is a correlation between accuracy and optimality. In other words, it

can be said that ML optimality and a specific model of evolution strongly affect

accuracy. Optimality of a solution works as proxy for accuracy, because if actual

solution is unknown the accuracy cannot be measured [97]. The correlation between

accuracy and optimality is greater for ML search as compared to other optimality criteria

[98, 99]. The effect remains same when the true process of evolution and evolutionary

model are reasonably close to each other. A good solution is to use simulated datasets,

where true solutions are known.

5.2.1 Experimental Setup

PhyloDoop was compared with well-known algorithms i.e. RAxML, PhyML and

Garli. The performance of PhyloDoop was evaluated on a single computer. The

computer was equipped with 4 GB RAM, 3.4 GHz Core i3 processor. Ubuntu 13.10

operating system was used for experiments. RAxML and Garli were compiled with gcc

compiler, whereas binary executables of PhyML were used for experiments.

Distributed performance of PhyloDoop was tested on clusters of different sizes and

alignments of different lengths. Cluster size ranged from 4 to 40 nodes with an increase

of 4. All computers in cluster were equipped with 2 GB RAM, 2.4 GHz Core 2du

processors. Ubuntu 10.10 operating system was running on all computers.

5.2.2 Datasets Used

Experiments were performed on real datasets to benchmark PhyloDoop. Previously

published datasets were used for this purpose. Experiments were conducted on datasets

with all sequences present. The problem of missing data which has been studied

extensively was not considered in experiments. Studies in [100, 101] have discussed

missing data and its effects on phylogenetic inference.

Experiments were conducted with 6 datasets from ARB database [102]. The datasets

belongs to nuclear small subunit rRNA. Selected datasets from this database include
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150ARB, 200ARB, 250ARB, 500ARB, 1000ARB, 1663ARB, and 2025ARB. Table 5.1

shows length of each alignment. Real dataset 193V, 101SC and 150SC were also used

for experiments. The last two datasets are very hard to optimize and converge to final

likelihood values [26]. PhyloDoop was also evaluated with two popular datasets

218RDPII and 500ZILLA. These datasets consist of 218 and 500 sequences respectively

and are considered as classical datasets to benchmark tree search algorithms [26]. Many

tree search algorithms have used dataset 500ZILLA extensively [97]. The datasets are

available at [103].

These datasets have been used as benchmark for different programs. The datasets

consist of different number of taxa with varying sequence lengths that helps in assessing

the validity of a program for different size of datasets. The datasets cover different

domains of life i.e. Eukarya, Bacteria and Archaea.

The distributed architecture of PhyloDoop was tested with real datasets. The datasets

range from small to very large in term of the number of taxon. Testing small datasets in

distributed environment is not as useful as large datasets; therefore, small datasets were

ignored for these experiments. Three large datasets were used for experiments i.e.

1000ARB, 1663ARB and 2025ARB.

5.2.3 Effects of Starting Topology

The effect of starting or initial tree to most phylogenetic tree search program is an

obvious point. It should be noted that the version of PhyloDoop algorithm used to test

the initial tree was not in usual form .i.e. the steps of cluster formation were skipped as

there is an initial tree available. The processing starts from the optimization step. The

algorithm was given input in the form of starting or initial tree as a starting point. The

tree may be NJ or parsimony. Normally starting parameters may be estimated and

optimized with the same program such as PAUP* or PhyML. If no starting point for

model parameters is provided, PhyloDoop uses random starting tree and default model

parameters. Providing starting point and model parameters do not guarantee shorter

execution times and better likelihood scores.

The effect of starting topology on performance of PhyloDoop algorithm was

investigated with analysis of 12 real datasets. Five topologies were randomly chosen
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from each data alignment. PhyML was used to generate a large population of topologies

from each dataset with different settings. In addition to starting topologies, the

experiments also yield insightful information regarding the correlation between

likelihood score and parsimony for large datasets and the effect of branch swapping on

parsimony scores.

Table 5.1. Real datasets used for experiment along with number of base pairs in each dataset.

Sr. No Data Alignment Base Pairs

1 101SC 1858

2 150SC 1269

3 150ARB 3188

4 200ARB 3270

5 250ARB 3638

6 500ARB 4030

7 1000ARB 5547

8 1663ARB 1577

9 2025ARB 1517

10 218RDPII 4182

11 500ZILLA 759

12 193V 465

Parsimony starting topologies for 12 datasets were selected according to the

following procedure.

 Searches were performed in PhyML to obtain initial trees or topologies. Two

levels of branch swapping i.e. NNI and SPR were used in the procedure. NNI

searches are less time consuming as compared to SPR, however; SPR searches are

topologically more accurate as compared to NNI searches. The details of search

levels can be found in [60]. The procedure performed 100 searches for each level

as well as each dataset. The program was let to search all possible

rearrangements. Termination criteria were as if no better scoring has been found.

 The nucleotide substitution model for ML searches, used in the procedure was

HKY85 with estimated transition/transversion ratio.

 The parsimony scores and likelihood values were scattered in Microsoft Excel.
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 Five topologies with equal spacing over score were selected by eye for each

dataset.

 Topologies and optimality parameters were evaluated with PhyML.

Table 5.2 shows results of time consumption for parsimony of initial topologies for

all datasets. Time consumption increases with increase in size of dataset i.e. dataset

101SC consumes 6 and 8 seconds for NNI and SPR searches respectively, which is short

as compared to time consumed by 2025ARB i.e. 4132 seconds for NNI and 4678

seconds for SPR searches respectively. The results also show that SPR searches are more

time intensive than NNI. In the case of small datasets the gap in NNI and SPR searches

is small, which increase as the number of taxa increases in datasets. For small datasets

(101SC, 150SC, and 193V) the gap between two search levels is 2 to 3 seconds,

however; for large datasets (1000ARB, 1663ARB, and 2025ARB) the gap is large i.e.

ranges from 339 seconds to 546 seconds.

The relationship between tree length and the likelihood values for all topologies is

shown in Figures 5.1 through 5.12. The correlation between the two criteria can be seen

in all datasets. The results produced are as expected from such analysis i.e. the

relationship between optimality of topologies and thoroughness of the branch swapping.

Topologies are more optimal for more intensive searching regardless of the criteria used.

It is clear that SPR searches produce more optimal topologies as compared to NNI,

however; as shown in Table 5.2, time consumption for such analysis is high. In most of

the cases, NNI searches start from a worst topology and also produce worst final values

than SPR searches. Values in middle of graphs are optimal than SPR for NNI searches,

however; up to termination of analysis SPR yields optimal values. Difference between

optimality of searches is also affected with the number of taxa in each dataset. The

experiments were conducted with all datasets i.e. from small to large datasets with

varying number of taxa. The results of 101SC data sets are shown in Figure 5.1. The

results show that NNI searches start from a worse likelihood value as compared to SPR.

The gap between the two criteria is small for this dataset. SPR goes with worse values to

a point, after which the procedure constantly produce better likelihood values. It should

be noted that SPR searches are more time consuming as compared to NNI.
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Figure 5.1 Relationship between likelihood scores and parsimony of topologies obtained by searches with
NNI and SPR, for dataset 101SC

Figure 5.2 shows the relationship between likelihood values and tree topology for

dataset 150SC. As with dataset 101SC, an identical trend can be observed in the results.

NNI starts with worse values and gets better with passage of time. Once SPR gets better

than NNI the values remain better till the end of the analysis.

Figure 5.2 Relationship between likelihood scores and parsimony of topologies obtained by searches with
NNI and SPR, for dataset 150SC
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Figure 5.3 Relationship between likelihood scores and parsimony of topologies obtained by searches with
NNI and SPR, for dataset 150ARB

Figure 5.3 shows the same relationship for dataset 150ARB. There is an identical

tendency in the observed results. The main difference between the two is that in this case

SPR search starts with worse value as compared to previous datasets. The values gets

better with time for both SPR and NNI searches.

Relationship between likelihood values and tree length for dataset 200ARB is shown

in Figure 5.4. In this case NNI searches produce better values in comparison to SPR at

the start of the analysis. SPR results gets better with the passage of time and beats NNI,

after which it remains better till the end of the analysis. The gap between the two

searches remains short for this dataset.

Figure 5.4 Relationship between likelihood scores and parsimony of topologies obtained by searches with
NNI and SPR, for dataset 200ARB
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Figure 5.5 Relationship between likelihood scores and parsimony of topologies obtained by searches with
NNI and SPR, for dataset 250ARB

Figure 5.5 shows the relationship of tree length and likelihood values for dataset

250ARB. In this case SPR search takes less time to get better than NNI in terms of

likelihood value. Both search procedure yield identical values up to a certain tree length,

after which there can be seen a small gap between the results of the two methods.

Relationship between likelihood values and tree length for datasets 500ARB is

shown in Figure 5.6. The results show that SPR goes with worse values for a long time,

however its final values are better than NNI. The gap between the two methods gets

large at the end of the analysis in comparison to the other datasets.

Figure 5.6. Relationship between likelihood scores and parsimony of topologies obtained by searches with
NNI and SPR, for dataset 500ARB
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Figure 5.7 Relationship between likelihood scores and parsimony of topologies obtained by searches with
NNI and SPR, for dataset 1000ARB

The relationship between parsimony tree topology and likelihood values for dataset

1000ARB is shown in 5.7. As in previous cases NNI starts with worse values and gets

better quickly as compared to SPR. SPR takes long time to get better values than NNI.

The gap between the methods gets larger for the large dataset.

Relationship between likelihood values and tree length for dataset 163ARB is shown

in Figure 5.8. In case of this large datasets the tendency changes i.e. SPR beats NNI

quickly as compared to previous results. The gap between the two methods is also large.

Figure 5.8Relationship between likelihood scores and parsimony of topologies obtained by searches with
NNI and SPR, for dataset 1663ARB
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Figure 5.9. Relationship between likelihood scores and parsimony of topologies obtained by searches with
NNI and SPR, for dataset 2025ARB

Figure 5.9 shows the relationship between parsimony tree topology and likelihood

values for dataset 2025ARB. In case of large datasets SPR starts with better values than

NNI and continues in the same fashion till the end of the analysis. The gap between the

two methods also gets large for the large datasets.

Relationship between likelihood values and tree length for datasets 218RDPII is

shown in Figure 5.10. Again NNI starts with worse values and beats SPR quickly. The

SPR search takes time to get better values than NNI and continues with this trend to the

end of the analysis. The gap between the two methods again gets shorter for this dataset.

Figure 5.10Relationship between likelihood scores and parsimony of topologies obtained by searches with
NNI and SPR, for dataset 218RDPII
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Figure 5.11Relationship between likelihood scores and parsimony of topologies obtained by searches with
NNI and SPR for dataset 500ZILLA

Figure 5.11 shows the relationship between parsimony tree length and likelihood

values for dataset 500ZILLA. Both methods produced identical values i.e. gaps are small

between the two methods.

Figure 5.12 shows relationship between likelihood values and tree length for dataset

193V. Small gap between the two methods can be observed with NNI starting with better

values. All these results yields the conclusion that SPR produces better likelihood values

for large datasets on the expense of execution time.

Figure 5.12. Relationship between likelihood scores and parsimony of topologies obtained by searches with
NNI and SPR for dataset 193V
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Table 5.2. Time consumed for initial parsimony tree for all real datasets

Dataset Search time in seconds

NNI SPR

101SC 6 8

150SC 9 12

150ARB 24 31

200ARB 272 312

250ARB 437 450

500ARB 774 825

1000ARB 1233 1572

1663ARB 3141 3502

2025ARB 4132 4678

218RDPII 64 83

500ZILLA 397 431

193V 22 27

Topologies selected as starting points for PhyloDoop algorithm for all datasets are

shown in Table 5.3. The differences in likelihood are small for datasets with the small

number of taxa, however; it grows as long as the number of taxa increases. The dataset

101SC has the difference of 1514 between two different topologies i.e. topology 1 and

topology 5. On the other dataset, 1663ARB has the difference of 14475 between

topology 1 and topology 5. Similar difference can be noted in other datasets, relative to

the number of taxa.
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Table 5.3. Starting topologies used as starting points for PhyloDoop.

Dataset Topology1 Topology2 Topology3 Topology4 Topology5

Likelihood Length Likelihood Length Likelihood Length Likelihood Length Likelihood Length

101SC -66445 16083 -65872 16085 -65200 16090 -65344 16115 -64931 16125

150SC -41600 8482 -40320 8484 -392015 8487 -39702 8500 -39784 8505

150ARB -70600 15318 -70243 15322 -70000 15328 -69902 15355 -69908 15398

200ARB -105072 20960 -104115 20971 -102082 20976 -101078 20982 -101003 21006

250ARB -120204 26345 -117152 26348 -116423 26363 -116000 26391 -115923 26452

500ARB -226214 50410 -222371 50422 -220512 50462 -220902 50512 -220000 50601

1000ARB -365942 77402 -355312 77453 -352033 77457 -350355 77585 -350241 77649

1663ARB -294553 56920 -289927 56935 -275282 56985 -271282 57065 -270078 54145

2025ARB -349032 68994 -341423 69036 -336545 69085 -335602 69197 -335109 69302

218RDPII -139592 33552 -136272 33567 -135492 33612 -135113 33631 -134900 33721

500ZILLA -89213 16557 -87203 16560 -86500 16567 -86367 15574 -86212 16618

193V -63652 18547 -62780 18562 -62532 18574 -62477 18582 -62410 18653
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5.2.4 Effects of Nucleotide Substitution Models

Tables 5.4 through 5.7 show running time and likelihood values obtained after

optimizing model parameters for all datasets with parsimony starting topologies. As

discussed before topologies were selected according to a pre-defined procedure. Each

topology was repeated three times for each dataset as shown in Tables 5.4 through 5.7.

Topologies are sorted on best to worst from left to right i.e. topology 1 to topology 5.

The results are shown in terms of likelihood values and running time for each topology

and repetition as well. This analysis shows a correlation between number of taxa per

dataset and variation in running time and final likelihood values. The results show the

relationship between starting topologies and likelihood values obtained. It is clear that

for small datasets there is a little effect of starting topologies, however, it grows with the

increase in the size of datasets. Small datasets lack variations in score obtained and thus

starting topologies does not show more importance. The results remain identical if runs

are performed with random starting tree. The effect remains consistent with larger

datasets. Large number of taxa leads to more difficult search due to large number of tree

spaces. In large space, use of starting topologies proves to be beneficial as compared to

small datasets.

In addition to the gap between different topologies, the results also show the

difference between different substitution models i.e. GTR and HKY85. The HKY85

model starts with worse values and proceeds in a consistent fashion till the final value. In

some case it achieves better values than GTR in the middle of the process. The execution

time of HKY85 model is short as compared to GTR.

GTR model starts with better value in comparison to HKY85. However, at some

points its value gets worse than those produced by HKY85 model. Execution time of

GTR model is long as compared to HKY85. Starting values in both models are varied,

however it gets consistent towards the end of the analysis. These tables show only five

topologies that were used as starting points. The detailed values for both models for

different datasets are shown in Figure 5.13 through 5.24. Each figure shows likelihood

improvements over time for all datasets in terms of both time consumption and

likelihood values.
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Table 5.4. Execution time and likelihood values for five selected topologies for datasets 101SC, 150SC, and 150ARB, all times are shown in seconds.

Topology1 Topology2 Topology3 Topology4 Topology5

Dataset Model Repetition Likelihood Time Likelihood Time Likelihood Time Likelihood Time Likelihood Time

101SC

HKY85

1 -64911.35 232 -64921.89 241 -64923.45 238 -64924.67 240 -64926.12 237

2 -64913.78 238 -64916.34 235 -64920.42 242 -64922.36 233 -64924.63 236

3 -64912.98 234 -64914.24 239 -64916.18 232 -64918.56 236 -64921.37 238

GTR

1 -64792.21 356 -64793.59 362 -64796.13 358 -64799.42 365 -64801.4 363

2 -64795.8 348 -64799.61 354 -64802.76 356 -64803.34 353 -64805.16 351

3 -64796.63 351 -64797.38 357 -64800.61 355 -64802.19 354 -64804.34 359

150SC

HKY85

1 -39672.31 225 -39673.21 229 -39676.43 223 -39677.22 230 -39680.69 225

2 -39672.86 227 -39675.26 239 -39678.59 238 -39682.93 241 -39686.31 236

3 -39676.83 236 -39681.87 245 -39684.37 241 -39686.15 248 -39690.28 241

GTR

1 -39603.37 398 -39606.41 403 -39609.36 399 -39611.21 405 -39615.65 402

2 -39608.53 392 -39610.37 396 -39614.69 406 -39616.96 400 -39619.31 399

3 -39607.32 401 -39611.57 408 -39613.76 401 -39617.77 409 -39620.26 404

150ARB

HKY85

1 -69905.32 241 -69909.37 252 -69913.18 248 -69917.53 254 -69918.15 247

2 -69908.57 249 -69912.83 247 -69915.51 253 -69918.31 258 -69921.64 255

3 -69908.98 251 -69911.29 255 -69914.34 256 -69918.36 258 -69920.49 252

GTR

1 -69731.41 431 -69734.57 438 -69736.12 441 -69739.31 433 -69743.45 435

2 -69733.19 429 -69736.85 434 -69739.59 440 -69742.42 439 -69745.61 438

3 -69734.57 437 -69738.13 432 -69741.28 436 -69743.37 432 -69746.36 436
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Table 5.5. Execution time and likelihood values for five selected topologies for datasets 200ARB, 250ARB and 500ARB, all times are shown in seconds.

Topology1 Topology2 Topology3 Topology4 Topology5

Dataset
Model Repetition Likelihood Time Likelihood Time Likelihood Time Likelihood Time Likelihood Time

200ARB

HKY85
1

-101087 397 -101102 407 -101109 402 -101115 412 -101122 409

2 -101093 399 -101106 413 -101115 398 -101122 410 -101128 407

3 -101100 393 -106104 403 -101111 438 -101118 411 -101125 404

GTR

1 -101002 415 -101014 421 -101024 432 -101035 412 -101052 421

2 -101012 409 -101021 418 -101029 422 -101041 427 -101054 429

3 -101009 421 -101018 417 -101027 432 -101042 421 -101050 425

250ARB

HKY85

1 -115878.37 613 -115882.17 621 -115885.39 619 -115889.76 622 -115893.31 617

2 -115879.68 615 -115883.62 623 -115884.59 618 -115887.45 618 -115890.72 622

3 -115882.76 614 -115885.13 618 -115888.74 619 -115891.12 620 -115894.36 623

GTR

1 -115546.43 540 -115547.75 544 -115548.39 540 -115551.47 547 -115554.35 549

2 -115549.89 547 -115551.39 549 -115551.89 542 -115554.57 546 -115556.29 543

3 -115552.21 543 -115554.42 548 -115555.37 550 -115558.81 549 -115560.36 548

500ARB

HKY85

1 -219972.29 3642 -219988.45 3491 -219996.18 3512 -220008.38 3618 -220014 3592

2 -219987.76 3648 -219998.29 3578 -220010.39 3617 -220017.31 3553 -220021.76 3528

3 -220003.45 3598 -220014.65 3611 -220023.98 3631 -220031.74 3572 -220046.32 3567

GTR

1 -219283.11 3051 -219295.42 2989 -219308.65 3002 -219315.21 3072 -219322.29 2932

2 -219297.28 3005 -219309.31 2972 -219318.14 2963 -219322.32 3015 -219334.87 2943

3 -219298.08 2987 -219315.68 3055 -219327.49 2997 -219336.39 3005 -219348.39 3032
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Table 5.6. Execution time and likelihood values for five selected topologies for datasets 1000ARB, 1663ARB and 2025ARB, all times are shown in seconds.

Topology1 Topology2 Topology3 Topology4 Topology5

Dataset
Model Repetition Likelihood Time Likelihood Time Likelihood Time Likelihood Time Likelihood Time

1000ARB

HKY85

1 -350898.37 15763 -350932.32 15812 -350952.13 15832 -350968.76 15783 -350981.31 15794

2 -350921.35 15823 -350949.76 15856 -350967.19 15798 -350989.37 15844 -350997.46 15821

3 -350934.49 15791 -350937.21 15852 -350958.57 15834 -350978.32 15790 -350992.54 15838

GTR

1 -349121.43 17341 -349162.79 17564 -349184.32 17471 -349199.21 17398 -349232.58 17498

2 -349134.51 17365 -349191.29 17488 -349204.76 17502 -349235.59 17407 -349273.52 17467

3 -349141.23 17401 -349215.92 17423 -349226.12 17461 -349246.67 17398 -349293.78 17412

1663ARB

HKY85

1 -277515.39 21452 -277545.93 21824 -277571.29 21756 -277598.31 21673 -277609.37 21702

2 -277537.31 21532 -277572.93 21756 -277598.31 21734 -277623.76 21723 -277603.19 21771

3 -277527.87 21567 -277549.51 21693 -277572.81 21702 -277601.42 21689 -277607.34 21614

GTR

1 -273397.27 23867 -273413.72 23914 -273437.98 23871 -273461.93 23891 -273492.31 23902

2 -273417.87 23854 -273431.29 23879 -273450.29 23811 -273502.93 23899 -273519.26 23882

3 -273399.25 23911 -273425.19 23891 -273441.57 23823 -273472.91 23912 -273498.78 23824

2025ARB

HKY85

1 -335109.32 24192 -335151.29 24102 -335173.92 24213 -335205.63 24203 -335247.12 24201

2 -335111.74 24243 -335162.94 24299 -335181.93 24267 -335209.12 24221 -335257.83 24198

3 -335147.37 24211 -335173.76 24251 -335212.47 24235 -335239.87 24207 -335273.54 24231

GTR

1 -333241.18 24678 -333272.91 24712 -333298.12 24734 -333313.48 24698 -333348.91 24749

2 -333289.45 24710 -333321.49 24705 -333347.56 24699 -333363.21 24734 -333387.65 24710

3 -333281.72 24692 -333302.45 24731 -333327.19 24734 -333356.75 24702 -333371.83 24698
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Table 5.7. Execution time and likelihood values for five selected topologies for datasets 218RDPII, 500ZILLA, and 193V, all times are shown in seconds.

Topology1 Topology2 Topology3 Topology4 Topology5

Dataset
Model Repetition Likelihood Time Likelihood Time Likelihood Time Likelihood Time Likelihood Time

218RDPII

HKY85
1

-134813.48 491 -134813.62 502 -134813.72 498 -134813.73 496 -134813.8 501

2 -134817 496 -134817.06 492 -134817.12 499 -134817.15 503 -134817.16 507

3 -134820.6 490 -134820.63 497 -134820.68 498 -134820.73 487 -134820.74 496

GTR

1 -134268.3 631 -134268.38 638 -134268.41 637 -134268.46 641 -134268.5 634

2 -134275.75 636 -134275.81 641 -134275.83 639 -134275.89 642 -134275.93 636

3 -134279.11 628 -134279.15 632 -134279.21 637 -134279.28 625 -134279.35 639

500ZILLA

HKY85

1 -19032.3 3297 -19033.5 3321 -19033.8 3312 -19034.12 3317 -19035 3302

2 -19038.32 3289 -19040.53 3298 -19042.28 3302 -19045 3312 -19048.18 3299

3 -19038.68 3301 -19041.43 3308 -19043.69 3296 -19044.29 3312 -19045.78 3308

GTR

1 -19031.35 3572 -19036.18 3582 -19038.81 3579 -19040.23 3584 -19041.87 3574

2 -19032.57 3584 -19039.51 3581 -19043.28 3587 -19042.12 3585 -19044.69 3587

3 -19036.35 3581 -19037.88 3590 -19041.52 3592 -19043.85 3588 -19046.23 3582

193V

HKY85

1 -62330.43 373 -62332.69 385 -62334.12 378 -62338.41 387 -623341.35 383

2 -62334.83 391 -62336.28 387 -62339.63 396 -62341.29 389 -62344.71 390

3 -62334.11 385 -62335.92 379 -62337.28 384 -62338.15 380 -62340.41 385

GTR

1 -62133 512 -62135.32 518 -62139.36 511 -62140.25 521 -62142.78 518

2 -62136.21 514 -62138.41 522 -62140.89 517 -62141.78 520 -62144.29 521

3 -62136.91 518 -62137.87 514 -62139.25 521 -62142.56 519 -62143.21 517
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Figures 5.13 through 5.24 show the experimental results of HKY85 and GTR for all

datasets. For all experiments the algorithm was let to estimate transition/ transversion

ratios for the HKY85 model and substitution rates for GTR substitution model.  The

algorithm was executed in normal mode i.e. the alignments were divided into clusters

and merged later, as discussed in section 4.2. The times shown in all figures were noted

after all trees had been merged and the final tree was optimized. Results in these figures

show that GTR model yields better likelihood on the expense of execution time. HKY85

model is fast but likelihood values produced are worst as compared to GTR. Results

from this run are as expected, as many algorithms e.g. RAxML, PhyML, etc. have shown

the relationship between execution time and final optimal values.

Figure 5.13 shows relationship between likelihood values and exaction time for

dataset 101SC. The results are shown for HKY8 and GTR substitution models. As stated

in previous sub-section that for clear view and analysis of results all obtained values are

not shown. Both models starts with worse values. It can be observed that with passages

of time both models improve likelihood values. GTR model achieves slightly better

values than HKY85, however execution time of GTR is long as compared to HKY85.

Figure 5.13 Likelihood improvement over time with HKY85 and GTR substitution models for dataset
101SC
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Figure 5.14 Likelihood improvement over time with HKY85 and GTR substitution models for dataset
150SC

Figure 5.14 shows the relationship between likelihood values and execution time for

dataset 150SC. The experiments were conducted with GTR and HKY85 models of

substitution. Both models yield identical values i.e. start with worse values and gets

better with the passage of time. The gaps between the two models are also small.

Figure 5.15 shows relationship between likelihood values and execution time for

dataset 150ARB. Same effects can be observed in terms of likelihood values except the

gap between the two models, which is large as compared to previous results. GTR model

achieves better values than HKY85 at the expense of execution time.

Figure 5.15 Likelihood improvement over time with HKY85 and GTR substitution models for dataset
150ARB
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Figure 5.16 Likelihood improvement over time with HKY85 and GTR substitution models for dataset
200ARB

The relationship between likelihood values and execution time for dataset 200ARB

for HKY85 and GTR models is shown in Figure 5.16. For this dataset HKY85 model

starts with worse values and continues till the end of the analysis with a small gap

between the models. The execution time for HKY85 model is short in comparison to

GTR.

Figure 5.17 shows relationship between likelihood values and execution time for

dataset 250ARB for HKY85 and GTR substitution models. Identical effects can be

observed both in terms of likelihood values and execution time except the gap between

the two models, which is large as compared to previous dataset.

Figure 5.17Likelihood improvement over time with HKY85 and GTR substitution models for dataset
250ARB
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Figure 5.18 Likelihood improvement over time with HKY85 and GTR substitution models for datasets
500ARB

Figure 5.18 shows the relationship between likelihood values and execution time for

dataset 500ARB for the same substitution models. In this case, HKY85 model starts with

worse values than GTR. The trend remains consistent till the end of the analysis. The

gaps between execution time as well likelihood values of the two models are large than

previous results.

Relationship between likelihood values and execution time for dataset 1000ARB

with GTR and HKY85 models is shown in Figure 5.19. In addition to the previous

observations, there is also a clear gap between execution times of both models.

Figure 5.19 Likelihood improvement over time with HKY85 and GTR substitution models for dataset
1000ARB
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Figure 5.20 Likelihood improvement over time with HKY85 and GTR substitution models for dataset
1663ARB

The relationship between likelihood values and execution time for dataset 1663ARB

with HKY85 and GTR model is shown in Figure 5.20. It can be observed that it took

long time to get to an optimal value for both models. Also the gaps between execution

time as well as likelihood values are large between both models

Figure 5.21 shows relationship between likelihood values and execution time for

dataset 2025ARB with HKY85 and GTR substitution models. GTR model clearly beats

HKY85 from start of the analysis till the end in terms of likelihood values, however it

takes long execution time.

Figure 5.21 Likelihood improvement over time with HKY85 and GTR substitution models for dataset
2025ARB
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Figure 5.22 Likelihood improvement over time with HKY85 and GTR substitution models for dataset
218RDPII

Figure 5.22 shows relationship between likelihood values and execution time for

dataset 218RDPII with HKY85 and GTR substitution models. GTR model yields better

values from start till the end with a large gap between likelihood values. As the dataset

consists of small number of taxa the gap between execution time of two models is

reduced.

The relationship between likelihood values and execution time for dataset 500ZILLA

with HKY85 and GTR model is shown in Figure 5.23. For this dataset HKY85 model

starts with better and tends to worse in comparison to GTR till the end of the analysis

with a large gap between the models. The execution time for HKY85 model is again

short in comparison to GTR.

Figure 5.23 Likelihood improvement over time with HKY85 and GTR substitution models for dataset
500ZILLA
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Figure 5.24 Likelihood improvement over time with HKY85 and GTR substitution models for dataset
193V

Figure 5.24 shows relationship between likelihood values and execution time for

dataset 193V with HKY85 and GTR substitution models. GTR model yields worse

values from start till the end with a large gap between likelihood values. As expected, the

execution time of GTR is long as compared to HKY85.

5.2.5 Comparison to Other Algorithms

PhyloDoop algorithm was compared to popular programs for phylogenetic inference.

The programs are RaxML, PhyML, and Garli. The versions used are RaxML version VI,

PhyML version 3.0, and Garli version 2.0. Although all algorithms use same models for

substitution, the differences in implementations yield different likelihood values. To

overcome this issue the results obtained were evaluated with a common program.

PhyML was used for this purpose in all experiments. The other difficulties in

experiments were execution time and memory requirements for some algorithms i.e.

PhyML and Garli. On large datasets PhyML execution time and memory requirements

are high. Similarly Garli needs more memory for large datasets.

Different settings were used for experiments on 12 datasets. Experiments were

performed with random starting trees as well with initial starting topologies. All

algorithms were run with two substitution models i.e. HKY85 and GTR. The HKY85

model was used with both fixed and estimated transition/transversion ratio and model

parameters. GTR was used with estimated substitution rates and model parameters.
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Table 5.8. Likelihood values and execution times of PhyloDoop in comparison to RAxML, PhyML and
Garli. Results are shown for real datasets, with fixed tr/tv ratio for HKY85 nucleotide substitution model.

LV refers to Likelihood Values. All times are shown in seconds.

Alignment Garli PhyML RAxML PhyloDoop

LV Time LV Time LV Time LV Time

101SC -65321 316 -65381 531 -65051 267 -65047 276

150SC -39892 387 -39903 538 -39792 275 -39781 286

150ARB -70112 569 -70152 1512 -70150 321 -70139 298

200ARB -101307 632 -101423 892 -101137 518 -101127 508

250ARB -115932 1737 -115941 1630 -115958 897 -115949 912

500ARB -221301 7236 -220871 7352 -220046 3897 -220048 3732

1000ARB -351021 23548 -351097 54233 -350935 17035 -350931 16867

1663ARB -281821 21632 -277316 74821 -277590 22162 -277571 21971

2025ARB -351141 30878 -350142 72154 -335197 24813 -335190 24632

218RDPII -134902 1137 -135041 1723 -134901 798 -134907 752

500ZILLA -19210 7082 -19516 7242 -19102 3534 -19113 3371

The experimental results with HKY85 substitution model are shown in Table 5.8.

The substitution model was used with fixed transition/transversion ratio and starting tree

provided.  PhyloDoop produces better likelihood values as compared to other algorithms

on most datasets. In terms of likelihood values PhyloDoop produced better values than

RAxML. Only on two datasets i.e. 218RDPII and 500ZILLA RAxML has better

likelihood values. On three datasets (101SC, 150SC, and 250ARB) PhyloDoop has long

execution time in comparison to RAxML, however; it takes less time on all other

datasets.
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Table 5.9. Likelihood values and execution times of PhyloDoop in comparison to RAxML, PhyML and
Garli. Results are shown for real datasets, with estimated tr/tv ratio for HKY85 nucleotide substitution

model. LV refers to Likelihood Values. All times are shown in seconds.

Alignment Garli PhyML RAxML PhyloDoop

LV Time LV Time LV Time LV Time

101SC -65058 216 -65093 256 -64923 228 -64911 232

150SC -39683 287 -39798 347 -39686 221 -39672 225

150ARB -69906 565 -69924 1327 -69926 248 -69905 241

200ARB -101102 580 -101118 731 -101093 378 -101087 397

250ARB -115881 1689 -115885 1539 -115900 621 -115878 613

500ARB -221237 7218 -220290 7218 -219977 3715 -219972 3842

1000ARB -350957 21758 -351017 52398 -350900 15988 -350898 15763

1663ARB -281615 20805 -276812 71912 -277521 21997 -277515 21452

2025ARB -351087 30172 -350099 70416 -335116 24383 -335109 24192

218RDPII -134821 1029 -134980 1520 -134810 508 -134813 491

500ZILLA -19119 6953 -19481 6841 -19021 3340 -19032 3297

PhyloDoop yields better likelihood values than Garli on most datasets except

150ARB and 250ARB.  PhyloDoop has low execution time on all datasets as compared

to Garli.

In comparison to PhyloDoop PhyML produces better likelihood value on only one

dataset i.e. 1663ARB on the expense of execution time, which is high for all datasets.

HKY85 substitution model was also used on all real datasets with estimated

transition/transversion ratio and starting topology. Table 5.9 shows results of these

experiments. The results indicate that in most cases PhyloDoop outperforms RAxML in

both execution time and final likelihood score, except two datasets (218RDPII and

500ZILLA) where RAxML takes less time and produces better likelihood values.
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RAxML also has shorter execution time on three datasets (101SC, 150SC and 150ARB).

PhyloDoop yields better likelihood values in shorter time in comparison to both

PhyML and Garli.

GTR substitution model was also used for experiments on real datasets. The

algorithm was let to estimate substitution rates and tree topology. Table 5.10 shows

results of these experiments. According to the results PhyloDoop has shorter execution

time and better likelihood values for all datasets except 218RDPII and 500ZILLA, where

likelihood values are worse than RAxML.

In comparison to Garli and PhyML, PhyloDoop has better likelihood on all datasets

and shorter execution time on most datasets except 101SC, 150SC, and 150ARB, where

Garli has shorter execution times.

Table 5.10. Likelihood values and execution times of PhyloDoop for real datasets in comparison to
RAxML, PhyML and Garli. GTR model was used for experiments with estimated substitution rates. LV

refers to Likelihood values. All times are shown in seconds.

Alignment Garli PhyML RAxML PhyloDoop

LV Time LV Time LV Time LV Time

101SC -64749 531 -64930 638 -64800 378 -64792 356

150SC -39601 533 -39709 410 -39612 416 -39603 398

150ARB -69719 775 -69728 1436 -69746 465 -69731 431

200ARB -101017 546 -101092 813 -101012 422 -101002 415

250ARB -115548 821 -115551 2094 -115549 549 -115546 670

500ARB -219532 2575 -219690 7577 -219295 3101 -219283 3051

1000ARB -349714 23579 -349628 48664 -349182 17638 -349121 17341

1663ARB -280598 25046 -274524 73406 -273418 24132 -273397 23867

2025ARB -372482 31123 -350452 67398 -333273 25821 -333241 24678

218RDPII -134288 1114 -134394 1433 -134264 726 -134268 631

500ZILLA -19062 1919 -19449 8502 -18964 3871 -19031 3572
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5.2.6 Topological Accuracy

The topological accuracy of PhyloDoop was validated with simulated data

alignments. The alignments were used to benchmark RAxML.  The details of how the

datasets are generated can be found in [26]. The simulated datasets contain 4000 taxa.

The taxa are named as 4000_SIM_1 to 4000_SIM_10. The datasets and respective true

trees can be downloaded from [103].

The experimental results of simulated datasets for execution time and topological

accuracy are shown in Table 5.11. The results show that PhyloDoop is topologically

accurate and has shorter execution time for most datasets in comparison to other

algorithms.

Table 5.11. Topological accuracy and execution time of PhyloDoop in comparison to RAxML PhyML and
Garli for simulated datasets, all times are shown in seconds.

Alignment Garli PhyML RAxML PhyloDoop

Accuracy Time Accuracy Time Accuracy Time Accuracy Time

4000SIM1 0.064 61889 0.064 96541 0.063 58449 0.065 58657

4000SIM2 0.040 50685 0.039 90732 0.039 47545 0.038 46839

4000SIM3 0.032 68084 0.035 99463 0.028 65345 0.032 63232

4000SIM4 0.031 42301 0.031 78931 0.030 41732 0.031 42321

4000SIM5 0.030 48577 0.027 80547 0.035 46723 0.026 45752

4000SIM6 0.032 47567 0.031 80193 0.033 44926 0.030 45132

4000SIM7 0.029 58769 0.028 83569 0.030 53912 0.029 53267

4000SIM8 0.027 55312 0.025 81873 0.031 53932 0.025 52568

4000SIM9 0.028 42921 0.029 77927 0.038 41813 0.028 41734

4000SIM10 0.031 39541 0.030 76858 0.032 38816 0.032 38518
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5.2.7 Speedup Analysis

Results for real datasets according to varying number of cores are shown in Figure

5.25. The results show that speedup increases with increase in data size. Speedup was

calculated with equation 5.1.= 1 	( ) 																																																																																																									5.1
Network overhead and scheduling of tasks are involved due to which ideal speedup

cannot be achieved. Node failure was easily handled as Hadoop is flexible and

handovers the workload to other available nodes in case of failure. It can be observed

that increase in number of nodes for large datasets yields better speedup as compared to

small datasets.

Figure 5.25. Speedup analysis of PhyloDoop on varying number of nodes for different problems

Figure 5.26 shows the analysis of execution time and likelihood values for datasets

1000ARB. The likelihood results are identical to the results achieved in single computer

experiments because of same search algorithm for all experiments. Other reason is that

all results obtained were evaluated with PhyML to make an easy and fare comparison.

The difference in likelihood values with respect to time is visible in case of different

nodes as figures do not show all values for selected datasets.
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Figure 5.26. Execution time of PhyloDoop on various numbers of nodes for dataset 1000ARB

Relationship between likelihood values and execution time for different number of

nodes for dataset 1663ARB is shown in Figure 5.27.  As in the above case the likelihood

values remain identical as same search procedures were used. Values were selected

randomly after a specific interval of time. Ten values are selected for each dataset for

serial execution. Number of values is reduced with increase in the number of nodes to

remain consistent with time.

Figure 5.27 Execution time of PhyloDoop on various numbers of nodes for dataset 1663ARB
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Figure 5.28. Execution time of PhyloDoop on various numbers of nodes for dataset 2025ARB

Figure 5.29 shows the relationship between likelihood values and execution time on

various number of nodes for dataset 2025ARB. As noted in speedup, the execution time

cannot be reduced to half when number of nodes are doubled due to network overhead

and scheduling, however a good reduction can be achieved by increasing nodes for large

datasets. For a clear view of the results all values obtained during the execution of

program are not shown here. Serial means experiments with single computer as

discussed in section 5.2.1.

5.2.8 Effects of Data Compression

PhyloDoop and SeqCompress were combined to so that phylogenetic trees are

inferred from compressed datasets. Many researchers [104-107] have published results

of compressed datasets for phylogenetic inference, however; their primary focus has

been on the distance matrix. Data compression reduces memory requirements and

network overhead to a great extent at the expense of execution. Datasets used for

previous experiments were also used for these experiments. SeqCompress was not used

in full functional mode i.e. only nucleotide bases were written as 2 bits/base and all non-

ACGT characters were left uncompressed. Full implementation of both algorithms is

beyond scope of this thesis and left as future work.
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Figure 5.29. Effect of data compression on memory requirements for various datasets

Results of experiments are shown in Figure 5.29 for all datasets. The results are

shown in terms of memory requirements for compressed and original datasets. Results

show that for all datasets we can achieve memory reduction. Reduction in memory

requirements leads to produce better phylogeny on commodity hardware and no

dedicated hardware is required. The correlation between memory reduction and

execution time will be explored in future publications.

Figure 5.30 shows percent reduction in memory requirements for all datasets. For

some datasets large memory reduction is achieved in comparison to others. The reason is

the differences in occurrences of characters in the datasets.

Figure 5.30 Percent reduction in memory requirements with compression
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5.3 Summary

This chapter presented experimental results of PhyloDoop. Results show that

PhyloDoop produces better likelihood values in shorter times as compared to other

algorithms. The algorithm yields better speedup on various datasets and number of

nodes. From the results it is clear that Hadoop framework produces better results for

large datasets. The framework also has advantages such as flexibility, scalability, and

fault tolerance. As data size and number of nodes increase, performance of Hadoop gets

better. The results show that the performance of PhyloDoop gets better in terms of

execution time with increase in data size as well number of nodes in distributed cluster.

As network overhead is involved in distributed processing, speedup will not increase

ideally. The problem of phylogenetic inference is NP complete problem and

improvement is needed in term of algorithm or parallel system to reduce execution time.
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6 Conclusion and Future Work

6.1 Introduction

This chapter presents conclusion in section 6.2 and future research directions in

section 6.3.

6.2 Conclusion

The advent of new sequencing technologies have increased genome sequencing data

at an exponential rate, making it difficult to analyze and process these data efficiently.

Many research challenge for bioinformatics researchers. Computation of accurate

phylogenetic trees is one such challenge.

Various methods are available for phylogenetic inference, most of which are based

on statistical models. Maximum Likelihood is accurate among all methods; however, this

method is time consuming for large datasets. There exist a rich literature of algorithms

for phylogenetic tree construction and analysis, including algorithmic and heuristic

improvements as well as parallel and distributed solutions with dedicated hardware.

Solutions also include web servers for researchers who lack availability of hardware

resources.

The algorithms presented in this thesis have focused on phylogenetic inference with

commodity hardware. The algorithm uses Hadoop framework for distributed

implementation. The experimental results in chapter 5 show that PhyloDoop has

achieved improvements in likelihood values, execution time and also in speedup in

comparison to other state of the art algorithms. Experimental results on simulated

datasets show that PhyloDoop is topologically accurate and efficient in execution time.

Results of distributed implementation show that PhyloDoop yields better speedup with

the increase in size of data as well as the number of nodes in the cluster. The accuracy of

results is not affected by distributed execution. Despite of improvements in both serial

and distributed modes PhyloDoop has some limitations. The algorithm has no support
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for amino acid models i.e. the algorithm does not support protein data as input. In the

case of DNA sequences only HKY85 and GTR models are supported.

6.3 Future Work

This final section presents future work in algorithmic and technical directions. The

objective is to improve shortcomings of PhyloDoop discussed in previous section.

In the future amino acid substitution models will be implemented in order to handle

the first issue mentioned. More complex models will be implemented to cover most of

the available substitution models.

Other possible improvements may be to visualize phylogenetic trees. Currently, the

algorithm has no support for tree visualization. The trees shown in chapter 4 are drawn

with software TreeView.

Another feature to be included in future is the ability to handle missing data in

phylogenetic inference. As discussed in chapter 4, missing data is a controversial issue in

phylogenetic inference.

Phylogenetic inference still suffers from the problems like horizontal gene transfer

and invalid mutations etc. The problem is NP hard and algorithms are still

computationally intensive and needs good heuristics or parallel systems to cope with

execution time and memory requirements. In addition, to phylogenetic trees, tools are

needed for phylogenetic networks to cope with these challenges.
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